Company Name:

Applied Legal Services

Primary Trade:

Legal Services - Wills / Will Writing

Distance from you:

0.00Miles

Contact Name:

Paul William Beck

Full Address:

33 Oaken Grove
Maidenhead
Berkshire

Postcode:

SL6 6HN

Contact Telephone:

01628 634294

Contact Email:

paul.beck@appliedls.co.uk

Contact Fax:

Company Website:

http://www.appliedls.co.uk

Company Number:

Contact Mobile:

07957 263990

Comments:
Location map:

Services Provided:
Legal Services - Wills / Will Writing
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Traders Overall Rating:

Number of reviews:

10 Points

268

Customer Service
Quality of Work/Service
Punctuality / Efficiency / Time Taken

Comments from consumers who have used this trader
14-Jun-2019

Excellent service, very straight forward.

03-Jun-2019

We had an excellent service from Paul. He was
thorough, patient and sensitive to our needs and
situation. He answered all our questions completely
and honestly, and explained all the bits that we didn't
understand. He didn't rush us or put us under any
pressure. W'd have no hesitation in recommending him
to anyone.

30-May-2019
16-May-2019

Incredibly personable, friendly & reassuring service.
Sympathetic in the handling of challenging issues to
consider.

16-May-2019

Excellent, very pleased.

16-May-2019

Excellent service, Applied Legal Services can be highly
recommended.

10-May-2019

ALS were highly responsive, the quality of advice and
expertise was both clear and thorough. They worked
efficiently and delivered what was agreed within the
timeframes agreed. Very easy and pleasant to do
business with.

29-Mar-2019

Excellent service, clear advice and explanations.
Friendly but professional approach.

25-Mar-2019
22-Mar-2019

Fabulous.

15-Mar-2019

Fantastic level of service provided by Paul.
Professional, patient and explained everything so well.

21-Feb-2019

Excellent

21-Feb-2019

My husband and I being elderly found the service clear
and excellent, removing any worries that could have
occurred.

18-Feb-2019

Excellent level of service. Very professional. All aspects
were clearly explained and understood. Very efficient
and patient. Exceptional standard and level of service.

25-Jan-2019

Very good, easy to follow.

07-Jan-2019

The level of service for writing out wills etc was
outstanding and extremely thorough.

07-Jan-2019

Excellent.
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18-Dec-2018

Very good.

06-Dec-2018

Excellent.

27-Nov-2018

The service we received was fantastic, we couldn't
fault it and will definitely recommend.

23-Nov-2018

Paul was very helpful and talked us through everything
and answered all our questions we had afterwards. He
was very flexible and came to us in the evening which
was appreciated.

23-Nov-2018

Paul was a pleasure to deal with making the whole
process of writing our wills seamless & professional.

23-Oct-2018

Excellent service. Paul was clear and concise
throughout the Will writing process.

09-Oct-2018

We received a friendly, professional and efficient
service.

02-Oct-2018

Very friendly, pragmatic and informative discussion,
extremely helpful.

18-Sep-2018

Excellent, clear and professional service

28-Aug-2018
06-Aug-2018

Excellent throughout.

06-Aug-2018

Excellent service

09-Jul-2018

Paul provided us with an excellent and professional
level of service throughout the process.

09-Jul-2018

Excellent

19-Jun-2018

Excellent.

19-Jun-2018

Very individual, friendly and professional.

13-Jun-2018

High level of service, Paul was friendly but professional,
he explained everything thoroughly and sensitively.

08-Jun-2018

Paul was very patient, thorough and professional,
would highly recommend.

22-May-2018
22-May-2018

Excellent service and a very personal understanding of
my issues.

17-May-2018
26-Apr-2018

Excellent Service. Clear, well pitched advice. Helpful
follow up and reminders. Execution made
straightforward and easy. Many thanks to Paul for the
great services.

20-Apr-2018

Excellent service, very professional and very polite!

17-Apr-2018

Will and LPA writing. A caring and professional service!

17-Apr-2018

I was happy with the service provided.

17-Apr-2018

Great! Charming and really helpful. Everything
explained fully A1.

19-Mar-2018

Excellent.

01-Mar-2018

We were very impressed with Paul's patience, and
knowledge of information. No pressure. Fantastic
service.

16-Feb-2018

Comprehensive and friendly.

02-Feb-2018
02-Feb-2018
02-Feb-2018

Excellent, friendly and easy to understand language.
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31-Jan-2018

Brilliant Service, very happy.

31-Jan-2018

Very pleased, Paul had an excellent 'bedside manner'.

29-Jan-2018

Very professional interaction. Clear explanations and
responsive.

29-Jan-2018

Excellent - very helpfully explained in a way we could
understand.

17-Jan-2018
12-Jan-2018

Extremely efficient and a very personable approach by
Paul Beck.

11-Jan-2018

Professional but personable. Very patient and all
explanations clear.

10-Jan-2018

Brilliant service.

03-Jan-2018

We were given excellent service.

18-Dec-2017

Very prompt responses to all contact. Very friendly.
Informative and efficient service.

11-Dec-2017

An excellent service throughout. Would definitely
recommend.

08-Dec-2017

Everything was explained very thoroughly. Very
patient!

15-Nov-2017

Excellent, no stress and easy to understand.

27-Oct-2017

A very good level of service given and explained all
details to us very clearly.

27-Oct-2017

Good advice delivered with great service. Couldn't ask
for more.

27-Oct-2017

Top rate!!

27-Oct-2017

Excellent service.

26-Oct-2017

The level of service from Paul was a rare case of
dedication to his work, up and beyond the routine
tasks. He visited his client, an elderly lady who needed
great patience and slow, careful, clear explanation of
what was to be done. He dealt with an unexpected
problem with huge compassion and guided us through
to a happy conclusion of the case. Paul is smart,
professional yet "user friendly", knowledgeable and,
let's face it, charming.

03-Oct-2017

Superb, utterly professional and made it simple and
easy.

22-Sep-2017
22-Sep-2017

Very good.

22-Sep-2017

Excellent.

22-Sep-2017

I cannot praise the service that Paul gave highly
enough. The process was so clear and simple and has
left us 100% confident about how we have planned for
our future.

19-Sep-2017

Excellent and will recommend to my clients

15-Sep-2017

Very Good

25-Aug-2017

The service was courteous, informative & efficient

23-Aug-2017

Paul Beck is a caring professional through & through!
We are very pleased with the excellent service he
provided and highly recommend him !.

02-Aug-2017

Paul is a lovely man who provided us with a fantastic
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service. He was able to answer all our queries
immediately and nothing was too much trouble. Highly
recommend him to anyone needing a will.
02-Aug-2017

A high level of professionalism, comprehensively
explained. For me personally, I appreciated his
perseverance and patience.

02-Aug-2017

Excellent service from start to finish. Couldn't be
happier with the service.

02-Aug-2017

Excellent, personal service, fully tailored to meet our
needs. Would highly recommend.

25-Jul-2017
24-Jul-2017
24-Jul-2017

Paul Beck was extremely patient and communicated at
a level we could understand. We are very grateful.

17-May-2017
24-Apr-2017

We were extremely happy with the level of service and
professionalism we received and would definitely
recommend to our friends and family.

10-Apr-2017

A brilliant and convenient service, well explained
throughout. A*

10-Apr-2017

Great service with detailed explanation.

10-Apr-2017

Excellent service from Mr Paul Beck. We would highly
recommend him to all friends and family.

10-Apr-2017

Provided an excellent all round service.

06-Apr-2017
22-Mar-2017
22-Mar-2017

Great - Very helpful and clear. Paul came all the way to
my home to explain and sign off wills.

13-Feb-2017

All first class and would recommend to others.

23-Jan-2017
09-Jan-2017

Excellent service especially with regards to out tight
deadlines. We are very grateful for all Paul's help.

09-Jan-2017

Very patient with questions I asked, explained things in
laymens terms.

09-Jan-2017

Efficient, professional and friendly. I was kept well
informed throughout the process.

03-Jan-2017

Excellent service and explained all options very clearly.

14-Dec-2016

Excellent & very pleasant experience.

14-Dec-2016

Excellent and helpful

12-Dec-2016

Excellent and helpful in all areas.

12-Dec-2016

Gentleman, kind, and patient to an elderly lady.

25-Nov-2016

We received excellent service, it was prompt and we
were always given clear information.

25-Nov-2016

Excellent service, very helpful and professional, I would
recommend.

21-Nov-2016

First class.

21-Nov-2016

Brilliant, professional, clear and thoughtful. A safe pair
of hands.

16-Nov-2016
26-Oct-2016

Fantastic personal and detailed service. Paul really
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knows his stuff and takes you through the process in a
friendly way.
04-Oct-2016

The service was excellent and Paul helped enormously.

26-Sep-2016

Excellent service. Paul made everything very clear and
pain free!

23-Sep-2016

Paul explained all options to us after patiently listening
to what we'd like our will to consider. Paul gave us time
to think over what we'd discussed. He helped make
something very complicated and important put into
digestible, understanding language - we are very
happy and confident our will is the best outcome for
our family.

20-Sep-2016

Paul Beck was very efficient and very knowledgeable.
He made the whole task very straight forward.

15-Sep-2016

From first to last Paul proved an excellent service, he
was clear and concise and the whole process was
efficiently executed.

15-Sep-2016

Excellent, thorough but easy to understand and very
proactive service.

05-Sep-2016

Excellent.

05-Sep-2016

Excellent, very efficient.

02-Sep-2016

First class service, all queries answered, I would
recommend Paul Beck to anyone!

01-Sep-2016
23-Aug-2016

Excellent

23-Aug-2016

Excellent Service.

23-Aug-2016

Very friendly and high standard of service.

09-Aug-2016

Mr Beck handled our affairs in a very professional
manner. We were very satisfied.

04-Aug-2016

I would recommend Mr Beck to anyone.

29-Jul-2016

Detail explained thoroughly and guided through the
process.

25-Jul-2016

We received excellent and very professional service, to
be recommended.

13-Jul-2016

Very clear, easy to understand process.

04-Jul-2016

Outstanding in everyway.

01-Jul-2016

Clear, helpful and responsive service.

30-Jun-2016

Excellent.

23-Jun-2016

Excellent.

23-Jun-2016

Excellent and very professional, would certainly
recommend Paul to friends and family.

25-Apr-2016

Punctual, well presented, very informative and easy to
deal with. Answered all our queries and concerns, very
professional.

15-Apr-2016

Excellent.

12-Apr-2016

Very personnel

08-Apr-2016

Excellent, friendly and professional service.

08-Apr-2016
04-Apr-2016

Excellent - easy to understand.

24-Mar-2016

Excellent. Paul was approachable, personable and
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absolutely went the extra mile. I will certainly
recommend his service, a true professional.
21-Mar-2016

Very informative and very helpful. Knew the subject
matter well, Paul was very friendly and patient and
took time to explain everything, great service!

21-Mar-2016

First class, very pleased with the service received,
would certainly recommend this service.

21-Mar-2016
15-Mar-2016

Extremely polite, helpful, knowledgeable and efficient.

02-Mar-2016

Very professional and helpful service. Would highly
recommend to anyone.

19-Feb-2016

Fantastic and very helpful.

19-Feb-2016

Very pleased.

18-Dec-2015

Paul guided me through the process of making a will
with complete professionalism and kindness.

15-Dec-2015

Paul was a pleasure to deal with, I will pass on his
details to any family and friends who are looking to
write a will. Thank you.

14-Dec-2015
03-Dec-2015
12-Nov-2015

Excellent service and very professional.

12-Nov-2015

Very friendly and helpful. Made the process easy and
understandable.

12-Nov-2015

We were extremely impressed with the professional
and high quality service we received and cannot
recommend Applied Legal Services highly enough.

02-Nov-2015

5 star service. Will recommend to family and friends.

02-Nov-2015

Very professional and informative.

14-Oct-2015

A very good service all round.

14-Oct-2015

Excellent! A very professional service, can't
recommend this service highly enough.

29-Sep-2015

1st class service.

25-Sep-2015

Excellent service.

25-Sep-2015

Could not have wished for a more professional and
reassuring person. Paul Beck was excellent at all levels
and I highly recommend him.

25-Sep-2015
08-Sep-2015
21-Aug-2015

Couldn't have been any better regarding last power of
attorney and wills.

21-Aug-2015
21-Aug-2015
05-Aug-2015
31-Jul-2015
20-Jul-2015

Paul was extremely helpful and very professional.

17-Jul-2015

Excellent service.

03-Jul-2015

Excellent service, thank you.

18-Jun-2015

Excellent service. Very professional, every aspect of
the legal documetns explained in clear terms.

18-Jun-2015
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05-Jun-2015

Mr Beck is extremely helpful and competent. I am very
satisfied with his work and shall recommend him to
friends.

05-Jun-2015
20-May-2015
20-May-2015
08-May-2015

Very professional.

08-May-2015

Very prompt and professional.

08-May-2015
08-May-2015
08-May-2015

Friendly, efficient service.

29-Apr-2015

Very pleasant and professional service we would
recommend him highly.

20-Apr-2015
09-Apr-2015
09-Apr-2015
09-Apr-2015

Extremley punctual. Very professional to deal with.
Would recommend.

27-Mar-2015
27-Mar-2015
20-Mar-2015

Helpful and professional. Highly recommended.

18-Mar-2015
06-Mar-2015
27-Feb-2015

Excellent service. Thorough explanations and attention
to detail throughout.

27-Feb-2015

Paul was really helpful and not all pushy. Explained
everything very clearly.

27-Feb-2015

Very professional. Would recommend.

19-Feb-2015
19-Feb-2015
13-Feb-2015

Excellent at all times. Mr Beck was professional and
reassuring and at all times calm and efficient.

13-Feb-2015
29-Jan-2015
29-Jan-2015

It was a pleasure dealing with them. Very polite,
punctual very clear in explaining everything.

26-Jan-2015
26-Jan-2015

Helpful and efficient.

20-Jan-2015

Extremely helpful and explained matters very clearly.

16-Jan-2015

Excellent service.

13-Jan-2015
08-Jan-2015

Very grateful for the time and patience spent to sort
and explain and support all along.

06-Jan-2015

Paul is a genuine man who really cares. Great service.

06-Jan-2015

Mr Beck was very helpful and patient in ensuring that
the will process was clear and understood.

06-Jan-2015

Helpful, friendly service.

06-Jan-2015

Top man.

06-Jan-2015

Excellent service, very detailed and answered all
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questions fully. Wills presented nicely and every stage
explained.
06-Jan-2015

Very professional and efficient.

06-Jan-2015

Spot on!

06-Jan-2015
06-Jan-2015
06-Jan-2015
06-Jan-2015
06-Jan-2015
06-Jan-2015

Very understanding, easy to get on with and very
sympathetic to our needs.

06-Jan-2015

Very good service.

06-Jan-2015
06-Jan-2015
06-Jan-2015
06-Jan-2015
06-Jan-2015

Excellent support in a not so nice process.

06-Jan-2015
06-Jan-2015
06-Jan-2015
06-Jan-2015
06-Jan-2015

Very friendly explained everything well and in terms
we understood.

06-Jan-2015

Professional, patient and helpful

06-Jan-2015

First class service.

06-Jan-2015
06-Jan-2015
06-Jan-2015
09-Dec-2014

Everything was explained in great detail in a clear,
non-biased way.

09-Dec-2014
09-Dec-2014

Paul Beck is so kind and knowledgeable. Amazing
service.

09-Dec-2014

Paul was very thorough and patiently explained
everything in detail. Very good.

09-Dec-2014
09-Dec-2014

Very clear, concise and honest. Instilled trust and
openness.

09-Dec-2014
09-Dec-2014

Very nice man and well explained.

09-Dec-2014
09-Dec-2014
09-Dec-2014
09-Dec-2014
09-Dec-2014

Making a will and LPA was made a very easy and
relaxing experience.

09-Dec-2014

We found Paul extremely personable and professional.
I will without doubt recommend his services.
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09-Dec-2014

Paul is approachable and explains well.

09-Dec-2014

Making a will and LPA was made a very easy and
relaxing experience.

09-Dec-2014

We found Paul extremely personable and professional.
I will without doubt recommend his services.

09-Dec-2014

Paul is approachable and explains well.

09-Dec-2014

Paul Beck is a true professional and a gentleman.

09-Dec-2014

Excellent service

09-Dec-2014

Paul Beck has been so helpful, professional and
efficient.

09-Dec-2014
09-Dec-2014

Very professional and reliable service. Great
communication, updates and explanations. All
straightforward and very honest approach. Thank you.

09-Dec-2014
09-Dec-2014
09-Dec-2014
09-Dec-2014

Paul was very happy to answer all questions and was
patient where queries were raised. He was very prompt
and keen to please. Thank you.

05-Dec-2014
05-Dec-2014
31-Oct-2014
30-Oct-2014
30-Oct-2014
30-Oct-2014

Everything was explained in great detail in clear
non-biased way.

30-Oct-2014

Good service & help.
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